Announced 11.27.20
Orders Due: 12.28.20
ETA: December 2021

HO 40’ High Cube Outside Braced Boxcar

**Arizona Eastern Railway**
- RND1051: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, AZER #77013
- RND1052: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, AZER #77023
- RND1054: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, AZER #77037

**Burlington Northern**
- RND1060: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, BN #281150
- RND1061: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, BN #281166
- RND1062: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, BN #281174

**Penn Central**
- RND1067: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, PC #272740
- RND1068: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, PC #272745
- RND1070: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, PC #272749

**Southern Pacific**
- RND1071: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SP #659101
- RND1072: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SP #659103
- RND1073: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SP #659110

**Southern Pacific/GVSR**
- RND1074: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SP #605218
- RND1075: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SP #605220
- RND1076: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SP #605236

**Cotton Belt**
- RND1077: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SSW #36088
- RND1078: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SSW #36090
- RND1079: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, SSW #36094

**Golden West Service**
- RND1098: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, GVSR #134003
- RND1099: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, GVSR #134037
- RND1130: HO 40’ High Cube OB Boxcar, GVSR #134111

**PRIMED FOR GRIME MODELS FEATURE:**
- Faded base colors matched to the prototype, the perfect starting point for adding grime and rust
- Patches applied and shaped per road number matching each corresponding side to the prototype
- Duplicated look and feel of “In Service” equipment; “Tattered and Torn” just like the real thing
- Some Prime for Grime models feature paint scheme variations

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Separately applied brake wheel
- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Machined metal wheels
- Wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
- Minimum radius: 15”

**$30.98 SRP - Individual**

* Union Pacific Licensed Product
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